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ABSTRACT
The study aims to know the effectiveness of mathematics teaching material used based on ethnomathematics
toward mathematical solving problem skill and student critical thinking and to know how student activity on
mathematics learning by applying mathematics teaching material based on ethnomathematics. Research method
applies a quantitative method with post-test only control design research type. Sampling technique applies cluster
random sampling. Data collection technique applies documentation, observation, and test method. Data analysis
technique applies quantitative data analysis by using t-test. Based on data analysis result, mathematics teaching
material based on ethnomathematics proves effective toward solving problem skill and student mathematical critical
thinking. Besides, by applying mathematics teaching material can raise student activity.

1. INTRODUCTION
Mathematics is an important science to be learned because
mathematics is a science that has a unique characteristic as science,
which has an abstract object, the pattern on axiomatic and deductive
thinking, and based on truth (Afandi, 2018; Mursalin et al, 2018;
Fonna, 2018; Amalia et al, 2018). With such unique characteristic,
mathematics is useful in developing skill and creating learner
personality (Mawaddah, 2015; Flora, 2017; Setiawan, 2006;
Trisnawati, 2018 ). Mathematics as base science is also needed to
achieve high-quality success. Therefore, mathematics is thought to
all level school from elementary to university. Besides, mathematics
is applied science to solve the problem in daily life.
One of mathematics role is to prepare learner in order to be able
to face the changing condition or challenge in life, which always
develops (Haydon, 2010; Woods, 2010). Besides, the learner is
expected to be able to apply mathematics and think mathematical in
daily life (Yusrina, 2017; Artut, 2009). That’s why in learning
mathematics is not only to understand mathematics concept and
theory in solving problems. According to Mawadah (2015), the way of
solving a problem that is obtained by the learner is a result from
knowledge and experience, which is had by learner relates to the
problem that wants to solve. So that, the teacher must be able to help
learner give meaning in learning mathematics and build the skill of
student mathematical problem solving to deepen student’s
comprehension toward mathematics.
According to Regulation of the Minister for Education Indonesia
(Permendiknas) No. 23, 2006, mentioned mathematics lesson needs
to be given to all learners in every education level as a base to
provide the learner with the skill of thinking logical, analysis,
systematic, critical, creative, and cooperate. Based on such thing,
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one of skill that must be had by learner after learning mathematics is
a skill to think critically. Critical thinking skill is needed to solve a
problem that is faced in daily life (Zakaria, 2007; A.K. Uswatun, 2016;
Isjoni, 2010 ). Therefore, Critical thinking skill particularly doing math
needs special attention in the learning process. In learning process at
class, the teacher has to instill solving problem skill and to think
critically in mathematics by relating mathematics problem with daily
life and culture values in society (Alangui, 2017; Cimen, 2014; Eyal,
2018). So that learner is not only to get knowledge about
mathematics but know culture values in society as well.
The fact that solving problem skill and Indonesian student
mathematical critical thinking is still far from what is expected. It
shows from Indonesian student achievement according to the
Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) survey in
mathematics 2016 is in 63 ranks from 69 countries. Besides, based
on observation in some schools in Sukabumi Municipality, in
mathematics learning, the teacher still applies conventional learning
which learning process usually begins by explaining concept
informatively, giving example test, and is ended by giving exercise
test. It causes the result from such learning is more focused to
memorize process than solving the problem or to think critically in
mathematics.
Based on an interview with mathematics teacher in Sukabumi
Municipality, the teacher still has difficulty in learning that aims to
increase critical thinking skill because the teacher is not used to
develop learning which aims to increase critical thinking skill.
Availability of mathematics book for Junior High School and High
School that gives exercises based on critical thinking skill or solving
problem is still less. Therefore, it needs teaching the material, which
can help the teacher in developing critical thinking skill and learner
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solving problem skill whether in Junior High School level or High
School.
Teaching material that is used should be able to facilitate teacher
to transfer value and knowledge. So that, the teacher is not only
transfer knowledge about mathematics but also transfer local
wisdom value in leaner’s environment. According to Fitroh and
Himawati (2015) education and culture is something that can not be
avoided in daily life because culture is a unity which is applied in
society. One of that is able to be a bridge between culture and
education is ethnomathematics (Verner, 2013). According to Fitroh
and Himawati (2015), ethnomathematics is mathematics, which it
had an influence or is based on culture. So far as it needs
mathematics teaching material based on ethnomathematics that
relates mathematics to real condition and culture in society. With
mathematics teaching material, which relates mathematics material
with culture is expected to be able to train leaner in solving problem
and mathematical critical thinking skill.
Regardless of importance problem above mentioned, so that it is
applied mathematics learning that uses mathematics teaching
material based on ethnomathematics, which aims to increase
mathematics solving problem skill and student mathematical critical
thinking. The research aims at knowing how the effectiveness of
applying mathematics teaching material based on ethnomathematics
toward student mathematical solving problem skill and observing
how student activity on applying mathematics teaching material
based on ethnomathematics student.

on the result of t-test calculation between experiment class and
control class on solving problem test is got the score to be as much
as 2,222 meanwhile t-table = 1,671. From the result, it can be seen that
to be > t-table. It shows that the average score of experiment class is
better than the average score of the control class. It can be
concluded that applying mathematics teaching material based on
ethnomathematics is better than learning, which does not apply
mathematics teaching material based on ethnomathematics on
student solving problem skill. For student critical thinking skill test, if it
is seen from t-test analysis, is obtained a score to be as much as
2,225 with t-table = 1,671. From such result, it can be seen that to be >
t-table. It shows that the average score of experiment class is better
than the average score of the control class. From such a result, it can
be concluded that applying mathematics teaching material based on
ethnomathematics is better than learning, which does not apply
mathematics teaching material based on ethnomathematics on
student mathematical critical thinking skill.
The use of mathematics teaching material based on
ethnomathematics proves effective toward solving problem skill and
student mathematical critical thinking skill because this teaching
material has a group of material and mathematics question that is
related to local culture and contextual problem in the field that aims
learner get experience in mathematics learning. According to
Arisetyawan et al (2014), mathematics learning approach that is
viewed from a culture point of view has a purpose to build a bridge
between student knowledge background and formal mathematics
learning at school. Dahlan and Permatasari (2018) stated that
teaching material based on ethnomathematics on collection topic
affords to facilitate students in constructing their knowledge
inductively though they are still difficult in compiling form of
mathematics formal.
The student is introduced to some objects that have culture and
mathematics element in teaching material based on
ethnomathematics. In this case, the student is introduced and is
remembered about the shape and Sundanese local unique object,
which is always seen then it is related to mathematics elements. For
example in this teaching material is Leuit. Leuit is a building to keep
paddy. From the leuit picture, there are some geometries among
another trapezoid, triangle, square, and parallelogram. With the
relation between mathematics learning and local culture so that
student will have more motivation in studying mathematics and
student will also obtain local cultural knowledge. See the Figure 1.

2. METHODS
The research method used are a qualitative method with research
type of post-test only control design. The population is all VII grade
students of Public Junior High School (SMPN) 2 Cibadak Sukabumi
Regency. Sampling technique applies cluster random sampling.
From sampling, the result is obtained two classes that each class
becomes experiment class and control class. Experiment class is a
class that applies mathematics teaching material based on
ethnomathematics learning meanwhile control class is a class that
does not apply mathematics teaching material based on
ethnomathematics learning. Data collection technique applies
documentation, observation, and test method. Data analysis
technique applies quantitative data analysis by using t-test.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Based on the research results, an average score of experiment class
is higher than the average score of control class, whether from critical
thinking skill test or solving problem skill, the result can be seen from
the table as follows.
Table 1. Results of final ability test
Solving Problem Skill

Critical Thinking Skill

Max

Mean

St.Dev

Max

Mean

St.Dev

Experiment Class

81

51,226

18,581

95

67,903

15,202

Control Class

50

31,323

13,328

73

41,258

17,624

Based on the table can be concluded that average score of
solving problem skill and student critical thinking skill that applies
mathematics teaching material based on ethnomathematics is higher
than the student does not apply mathematics teaching material
based on ethnomathematics. If it is seen from t-test analysis, based

Figure 1. Examples of display teaching materials
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